
 

 

 

 

 

             

                                                   

 

Lifetime The Way to New Life 
Cryptocurrency has a demonstrated ability to change the world as we know it. In recent years, 

cryptocurrencies have made peer-to-peer currency trading easier than ever. Now, we believe it's 

time to harness cryptocurrency's capabilities to change the way we do business.                  

  



 

Our vision  
a life where everyone is free to do any exchange without lots of restrictions cryptocurrency is 

decentralized money and full future of decentralizing exchange that let you keep full control of 

your asset no hot wallet that can be hacked no losing in your money to benefit all the exchanges 

all you pay is the gas fee          

       

What is LFT Token?  
LFT Token is a decentralized utility token built on Binance smart chain (BEP-20). The token is 

designed to be as accessible and user-friendly as possible so that users worldwide can make safe 

and convenient transactions daily.  

Like other cryptocurrencies before it, LFT Token aims to eliminate the issues associated with 

traditional currencies. Thanks to blockchain technology. By using decentralization, the LFT 

Token effectively erases borders between cryptocurrency traders.  

Our main project 
a decentralized exchange will all the features in a centralized exchange cutting the middle man 

saving or the fee that take be the centralized exchange no need for all the verification steps 

remain anonymous and take advantage of the set buy and sell price for all the pair that the 

decentralized exchange offer no need to pay all the fee for deposits and withdraw 

About LFT Token 
Token Name: LifeTime 

Smart Contract: 0x981847116ca6104961929f6ece98bcd629082c74 

Token Ticker: LFT 

Token Platform: Binance smart chain 

Token Standard: BEP-20  

Max Supply: 1 Billion   

 



 

Lifetime Project Website 
Our website that will provide multi-service to our community  

* Cryptocurrency exchange (DEX and CEX) 

* NFT marketplace 

* Play to earn game  

* Online shop that uses LFT Token 

 

LIFETIME Token 
A common misconception about high average APY is the subjectivity of the temporary loss of the LP 

(liquidity provider) rate of the farm reward generator. With the increasing popularity of Defi, we have 

seen too many new cryptocurrency applicants being sucked into APY LP. High. Fraud, when former 

buyers ousted them at a higher wage rate, a feeling of despair. We've all been there before, and it may 

be tempting to see those glowing six-digit numbers. However, tokens almost always suffer from an 

upcoming valuation bubble. This was followed by an explosion and an upcoming price drop. Because of 

this, we have seen a large number of static rewards, also known as reflections, which is an independent 

concept that solves the challenge of farming rewards. LFT Token is the new project of life, a new 

solution to make cryptocurrency exchange easy and help lots of charity by donating 50% of all 

transactions fee made on its own exchange. LFT Token is a decentralized cryptocurrency built on 

Binance Smart Chain (BEP20 ).  

LIFETIME Token is Time Efficient  
Time is one of the key elements in our lives. Especially when it comes to financial transactions, lack of 

existing money transaction speed, companies or individual users is facing delays. This leads to a 

slowdown in activities. Lifetime Token offers a solution to cover such bad processes. Time is money, 

money is Lifetime Token 



 

 

Token Modal 
LFT Exchange will utilize the native token functionality common to the traditional DEXes. In essence 

LFT’s native token usage can be subdivided in two main utility cases: Governance and Incentivization. 

Governance allows community members to influence the axis of development of the project by 

instituting proposals and voting on their enactment. The general idea of governance is to 

disintermediate the governing council and enable distributed and community-centered vision of the 

project moving forward. Ability to vote and delegate voting power requires members to possess a 

certain number of native tokens. Incentivization includes activities that generally involve engagement of 

the community and enlarging the scope of influence of the project. This can include a distribution of 

tokens through various incentivizing events or third-party cooperation that positively influence the 

target group of the project 

 

Roadmap 

STAGE 1 

Create Website 

Launch Telegram Group 

Launch Facebook Page 

Launch Twitter Page 

 

STAGE 3 

List LFT Token on Exchanges 

Launch LFT exchange 

Launch NFT marketplace 

Start Launchpad 

 

STAG 2 

Launch Token 

Start ICO 

Start pool LFT/BNB 

Start pool LFT/USDT 

STAGE 4 
Launch metaverse games 

Launch LFT exchange app 

making cold wallet 

More to be announced 
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Development wallet 8% 80,000,000 0xC2F4D8D35fF9A2F1550cF0F072cb610d9de9824c Locked for 30 days after that  2% will be released, 

the rest will be locked for 120 days. 

Team wallet 7% 70,000,000 0x7502dEdE7722FB6D825d293D53fe55f16095a4Ba 
 

Locked for ONE year, after that it will be released by 
1% each quarter until reached 1% in total and 
then it will be open for a return. 

Marketing 6% 60,000,000 0xC7c4D223d8a6C345173513b4BAe6e42240958ebd It’s opened, while withdrawals will be based on the 
marketing activities 

Presale* 9.5% 95,000,000 0x0fcC07F7Cb8b2fbFf42DE4205CDbe3c256657166 Pre-Sale Contract 

Exchanges 40% 400,000,000  Contract 

Treasury wallet 20% 200,000,000 0x147436252Ac7Cc9e70b83f8e672776D4BC39Ae5F It will be locked for ONE year. 

Support wallet 2% 20,000,000 0xcc9F73d3EbA3d955838b204a94c1918ABd098CD8 Support for censer health institutions 

LFT Cycle 7% 70,000,000 0xad97715953A1D14fEa1D6DEc3Ebee02e607C4c3E Dedicated wallet for the community as rewards 

tax 0.5% 5,000,000 0xb1bc5fac6a082f59c97f2989b3c31b5996d3a483  Tax paid for audit and smartcontract   

 

* Unsold tokens from presale will burn right after the presale ended.  

https://bscscan.com/token/0x981847116ca6104961929f6ece98bcd629082c74?a=0xb1bc5fac6a082f59c97f2989b3c31b5996d3a483
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x877613b66b7a0fd30a99e273ad8ec7b9309085fd3c33d2bc4f8412b0e1773afa


Risks of investing: 
 Unregulated: Cryptocurrencies aren't backed by any financial institution or 

government. They are unregulated. As a result, there's no authority to take 

care of investor safety and interest. 

 Prone to hacking: Cryptocurrency trading happens digitally. It is 

unregulated and susceptible to hacking. So, if you are planning to invest in 

cryptocurrencies, be prepared for this possibility. 

 It's new: Although cryptocurrency is attracting a lot of investors, the 

concept is still new. Not everyone is tech-savvy or understands how the 

system works. There is still a lot that needs to be known with respect to the 

workings of cryptocurrencies. 

 Volatility: The crypto market is known to witness high levels of volatility, 

making it a risky proposition. An investor stands to lose hefty sums of 

money if the price of a token suddenly drops. The extreme ups and downs 

can't be handled by many investors. 

CONCLUSION 
Lifetime Token will provide tremendous benefits to society in terms of most 

secured and reliable platform. Lifetime Token ensures secure data ownership in a 

decentralized way to connect the world without intermediates benefiting the end 

users of all types of communications.  

The Lifetime Token is built on DEFI blockchain networks. It allows creation of 

wallets for holders and enables them to access private sections on the web. It also 

allows holders to join private discord servers. Lifetime Token guarantee the control 

and protection of data and transactions both at a personal and at an enterprise level, 

protecting the personal information, all communications. 

The Lifetime Token has its own website and app which makes it easy to use. The 

website will not only inform the users about the Lifetime Token but also provides 

latest updates about the cryptocurrency. 


